
Name: _________________________________ 

Spelling Words
List E-18: Ending with -ing 

Spelling Words Review Words

observing

appearing

copying

confusing

selecting

agreeing

laughing

scrubbing

sounding

  squirting 

mimicking

complaining

hiking

pleasing

changing

regulating

panicking

exciting

munching

frustrating

petal

peddle

whether

weather

Challenge Word

fascinating

Answer the following questions about your spelling words. 

1.  Which spelling word in your list has the most syllables (not including    ______________________
the review or bonus words)?

    
2.  Identify the spelling word with the fewest number of letters in it     ______________________
 (not including the review or bonus words).          

3.  Write the spelling word that has the name of a fruit spelled in it.           ______________________

4.  Which spelling word in your list rhymes with the word amusing?     ______________________

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  choosing something _________________________

6.  expressing annoyance about a situation _________________________

7.  eating, snacking, or chomping on food _________________________

8. rubbing something very hard in order to clean it _________________________  

Write a spelling word that is a synonym for each pair of words below.

9.  imitating; impersonating  ____________________   (9 letters)

10.      exasperating; annoying       ____________________   (11 letters)

11.  thrilling; compelling              ____________________   (8 letters)

12.  resonating; blaring  ____________________   (8 letters)
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Name: _________________________________            List E-18: Ending with -ing

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

observing panicking changing laughing

copying squirting pleasing agreeing

13.  The weather is  ________________________  quickly, and soon winter will be here.    

14.  Mallory likes  ________________________  the New York City skyline from the airplane. 

15.  The sound of Jabari's joyful  ________________________  filled the house with gladness.     

16. Maya's horse started  ________________________  when a mouse scurried across the trail.

17. ________________________  with someone's opinion because he is popular isn't a wise choice.

18. The pipe under the sink was  ________________________  water, so I called the plumber.

19. If you are ________________________  a person's style, then you really like how they dress.  

20. When Daphne pulled the brownies out of the oven, the  ________________________  smell 
filled the kitchen.    

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word can be used to present two options?            ___________________________ 

22. Name the review word a meteorologist should use every day.    ___________________________

23. One of your review words is a part of a flower.  Which one?       ___________________________

24. You might hear this review word to describe someone who         ___________________________
sells their goods by going from place to place.   

25. One last word remains in your list, and it means “enthralling.”      ___________________________
Which one is it?
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ANSWER KEY

Spelling Words
List E-18: Ending with -ing

Spelling Words Review Words

observing

appearing

copying

confusing

selecting

agreeing

laughing

scrubbing

sounding

  squirting 

mimicking

complaining

hiking

pleasing

changing

regulating

panicking

exciting

munching

frustrating

petal

peddle

whether

weather

Challenge Word

fascinating

Answer the following questions about your spelling words. 

1.  Which spelling word in your list has the most syllables (not including    regulating
the review or bonus words)?

    
2.  Identify the spelling word with the fewest number of letters in it hiking     
 (not including the review or bonus words).          

    
3.  Write the spelling word that has the name of a fruit spelled in it.           appearing 

4.  Which spelling word in your list rhymes with the word amusing?     confusing

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  choosing something selecting

6.  expressing annoyance about a situation complaining

7.  eating, snacking, or chomping on food munching 

8. rubbing something very hard in order to clean it scrubbing  

Write a spelling word that is a synonym for each pair of words below.

9.  imitating; impersonating  mimicking       (9 letters)

10.      exasperating; annoying       frustrating       (11 letters)

11.  thrilling; compelling              exciting       (8 letters)

12.  resonating; blaring  sounding       (8 letters)
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Name: _________________________________            List E-18: Ending With -ing

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

observing panicking changing laughing

copying squirting pleasing agreeing

13.  The weather is changing quickly, and soon winter will be here.    

14.  Mallory likes observing the New York City skyline from the airplane. 

15.  The sound of Jabari's joyful laughing filled the house with gladness.     

16. Maya's horse started panicking when a mouse scurried across the trail.

17. Agreeing with someone's opinion because he is popular isn't a wise choice.    

18. The pipe under the sink was squirting water, so I called the plumber.

19.  If you are copying a person's style, then you really like how they dress. 

20. When Daphne pulled the brownies out of the oven, the pleasing smell filled the kitchen.    

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word can be used to present two options?            whether 

22. Name the review word a meteorologist should use every day.    weather 

23. One of your review words is a part of a flower.  Which one?       petal

24. You might hear this review word used to describe someone who peddle       
sells their goods by going from place to place.   

25. One last word remains in your list, and it means “enthralling.” fascinating   
      Which one is it?
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